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Then – Now – Future
General Use as Toys for Camera 
shots
US Military Drone budget set at 
$23.9 Bn for 5 years. Drones explode 
in popularity for recreational and 






Then – Now – Future
Consumer drones popularity at an all-
time high.  Drones get a bad name due 
to close calls with commercial aircraft.  
Issues such as no-fly zones and risks to 
commercial aircraft create a divide 





Then – Now – Future
DronesBuy.net
Legalities and ethics in the 
foreground as popularity of 
large and small drones keeps 
gaining ground.
2017
This Generation  - Very Cool 
• Here are just some of the 











Aerial photography for journalism and film
Express shipping and delivery
Gathering information or supplying essentials for 
disaster management
Thermal sensor drones for search and rescue 
operations





Law enforcement and border control surveillance
Storm tracking and forecasting hurricanes and 
tornadoes Source: Visual Capitalist
Main UAS Types • There are two main types of UAS in 
use today
• Military UAS
• UAVs primarily used for military actions 
such as surveillance and remote targeting
• Personal UAS
• UAVs used for commercial and 
recreational use, primary for aerial 
videography and photography, besides 
other such uses as drone racing
• Enterprise UAS  Emerging
• Next generation UAV hardware 




Search and Rescue Operations
filmora.wondershare.com
search and rescue operations
• A drone dropped a “rescue pod” into waters 
south of Brisbane, saving two swimmers in 
distress.



















In the field of agriculture
In the field of agriculture
AutoHaWeFet
Drone for shipping and delivery
http://www.uavexpertnews.com




3D mapping with drones
UAS Team Assists with Tracking Shoreline Erosion
3D mapping with drones
Drones for Safety 








• Unpiloted & Manned
FAA UAS Integration 
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